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INTRODUCTION

 This is a Web based Application and can be run on cloud or own premises.

 An auto-process (Windows Service) is running to process the activities from the backend so that

software can perform smoothly and there is no need to process the machine data manually for report

purpose. Simply user can login the software and generate the attendance daily and monthly report.

 Attendance Policy, OT Policy, Leave Policy and Holiday Policy are flexible as per Company

requirement. There is no any restrictions regarding the policies.

 Dynamic report options are available in the software so that user can add or remove columns in the

report as per their requirements.

 Employee Self Service facility is available in the software.

 User can set multiple approval stage for leave and punch regularization called as “Work Flow”.

 All process related to attendance can be done from a single page of a software.

 A number of different users can be created with different rights. No restrictions for user creation.

 Auto code series for employees can be run in the series. Code series can be run according to Admin

Choice like Company Wise, Contractor Wise, Department Wise, Location Wise, Category Wise etc.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



HOME PAGE

 When user will login the software the attendance details, leave balance and Holidays of assigned

employee code will be shown on the main page.

 If User having rights of Device status and admin rights then current device status will be shown on the

home page.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



If User having Admin rights then user can simply download Daily Present, Absent, WO, Leave, Holiday

etc. employee list in Excel from the homepage as shown in above images.



Options on Home Page

 Only Daily Use options are available on Home Page of Software. Rest setting, Import and Report options 

are available on the Upper Right Hand Side.

 Due to this option it is not possible to change in any settings of Software by mistaken. 

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



 As per above images, all options are available on a single page of the software. Like Punch Post, Shift 

Changes, Gate Pass Apply, Leave Post, Punch Process, Roster Process and Verification.

Also, which Policy of Attendance, Leave, Holiday and Shift has been applied for that particular employee 

can be checked. 

For Multiple Employees Process you can make a filter and process can be done from the Single Page.

Here, also you can download the policy of filtered employee in excel. The Policy will downloaded as 

mentioned in below images.



Filter option in the software is like below images. User can apply filter on any of the component.



Policy Setup 

As mentioned earlier user has no restrictions for apply policy. User can apply different policy for different 

categorization as per their requirement. 

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



In setup option of attendance policy, user can assign different shifts, WO, can run auto shift policy, 

different OT formula and their round off, COFF policy etc. for those bifurcation, policy has been made.







Mapping of attendance policy based on user requirements.



Leave Master & Leave Policy

 User can add different Leave Masters in software according to their organization requirements.

 User can set leave code, leave name, leave type and many different criteria like minimum and 

maximum how much leave employee can avail in continuous. 

 Maximum how many times and how much leave value an employee can request in a month or year.

 Particular leave applicable for which gender.

 In a single software user can run Calendar year and Financial year type of leave for different 

bifurcations.

 Same as Attendance Policy, different Leave policies also can be assigned for different company or 

department or category or branch etc.

 Monthly and Yearly leave accrual type options are also available in the software.

 Leave Not clubbing options are available in the software. It means, if any leave is not allowed in 

continuous with any particular leave then mention that leave in “Not clubbing option”.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



Holiday & Policy

 Here, user can add a number of holidays in the software every year.

 In Holiday master user have to mention date and holiday name and holiday type i;e Normal, National 

and optional Holiday.

 Again user can make different policy and can assign selected number of holidays from holiday list 

for particular selections.

 Also, suppose for any policy user has assigning 5 optional holiday but employees can avail any 3 

optional holidays then it can be mentioned during the making of policy then user can not apply for 

more than 3 optional holidays.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



Work Group Create & Assign

 Here, user can create different user groups with different names like Admin, User, Reporting User or 

any names which is easy for the user.

 Now, user can map different Company, Department, Branch, category, Grade etc. to particular User 

group which they have created, as per their requirement. So that, those particular user group can check 

and work on only mapped bifurcations.

 Now again user can map limited rights of access to particular User group as per their choice.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/





Reports

 Here we have a new options in report that is called “Dynamic Report”.

 In this report columns can be added or removed as per the requirement of user at client end only.

 Reports can be generated in PDF and Excel format.

Report Logo

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/





User can not only edit the existing report, in fact he can also create the new report with having some 

conditions like Only Present Report, Overtime report, Late Coming Report etc.



Report can generate in PDF and excel.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



Import Data

 User can import data in bulk through excel.

 Master data can be import in excel like, Company, Department, designation, Category, Branch etc.

 Employee master can also be import through excel and we can also import inactive employee data in 

bulk to make employees inactive.

 Apart from “Run Auto Shift” user can also import shift according to his employee’s roster.

 Employee’s Leave balance can also be imported through Excel.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



Employee Self Service

 Before we start the Employee Self Service (ESS), we have to make the “Workflow”.

 Again we can define different work flow for different categorization.

 In Workflow, we will define the “Level of Approval” of requests. Either it is 1 level, 2 level, 3 level or 

more.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/
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Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/



The above diagram has 3 level of Approval. Means, if leave is requested at Level 1 then it must be 

approved at Level 2 and Level 3. Then it will show approved in Level 1 login.

 If level of Approval is 1 then when user will apply leave or cancel the leave at will automatically 

approved.

 Leave Approval and Leave Cancellation process has same process but we can again make different 

Workflow for Leave Approval and Leave Cancellation, It is not mandatory that same workflow 

should be run.

 If Leave request will be Rejected at any level then at will not go at next level.

 If leave is not approved at previous level then it will not show in next level login.

 Through Employee Self Service, user can also request for Optional Holiday.

 Again User can make different workflow for Optional Holiday.

 Only those optional holiday will show in user ESS login which is assigned to their categorization.

 And also he can apply for only limited optional holiday ( Limit is mentioned in Holiday Calendar 

option).

 Once optional Holiday is approved, then cancellation process is not available.

Demo: 

http://49.205.182.238:98/







Mobile Application

 Employee Self Service Application.

 Mobile App with Geo Fencing.

 Advance Leave Management in App.

 Comp-off apply and approval.

 Step by step approval of leave request and leave cancellation.

 Attendance and leave sync from ETP.

 User can login in App through QR code or by enter server domain.

 Reporting user can check reports of their teams.

 Different QR code for different users.
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